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Abstract
Purpose – This study aims to study the connected vehicle (CV) impact on highway operational performance under a mixed CV and regular vehicle
(RV) environment.
Design/methodology/approach – The authors implemented a mixed traffic flow model, along with a CV speed control model, in the simulation
environment. According to the different traffic characteristics between CVs and RVs, this research first analyzed how the operation of CVs can affect
highway capacity under both one-lane and multi-lane cases. A hypothesis was then made that there shall exist a critical CV penetration rate that can
significantly show the benefit of CV to the overall traffic. To prove this concept, this study simulated the mixed traffic pattern under various
conditions.
Findings – The results of this research revealed that performing optimal speed control to CVs will concurrently benefit RVs by improving highway
capacity. Furthermore, a critical CV penetration rate should exist at a specified traffic demand level, which can significantly reduce the speed
difference between RVs and CVs. The results offer effective insight to understand the potential impacts of different CV penetration rates on highway
operation performance.
Originality/value – This approach assumes that there shall exist a critical CV penetration rate that can maximize the benefits of CV
implementations. CV penetration rate (the proportion of CVs in mixed traffic) is the key factor affecting the impacts of CV on freeway operational
performance. The evaluation criteria for freeway operational performance are using average travel time under different given traffic demand
patterns.
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1. Introduction

Connected vehicles (CV) are wireless connectivity-enabled
vehicles that can communicate with their internal and external
environments Lu et al. (2014). Recent advancements of
information technologies enable CVs to communicate with
each other (V2V), roadside infrastructure (V2I) and the
“Cloud” (V2C). Applications of CV technologies can offer
great potentials of reshaping current concepts of planning,
design and operation, which are expected to benefit
transportation networks. For example, CV technology is
considered as one of the most promising methods to improve
traffic safety, which could dramatically reduce traffic crashes.
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), 439,000–615,000 crashes will be
prevented after the full implementation of V2V (National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration [NHTSA], 2016).
Such prediction is supported by a category of studies. For
instance, Liu et al. (2017) adopted the Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems for improving traffic safety under the CVs
environment where vehicles are communicated with roadside
infrastructure. Rahman and Abdel-Aty (2018) applied a vehicle

behavior model for CV platoon based on the Intelligent Driver
Model (IDM) model to evaluate the longitudinal safety of
managed-lane CV platoons on expressways based on
simulation results. Yang et al. (2017) developed simulation-
based modeling and conducted an experimental study. Their
results showed that CVs could be a viable way to reduce the risk
of secondary crashes.
Besides the safety benefits, CV technologies can also help

improve traffic efficiency and stability. Yang et al. (2020)
demonstrated that eco-driving and platooning system
supported by the advances of connected automated vehicle
(CAV) technology can improve both fuel and operational
efficiency of vehicles on the freeways. Chen et al. (2017)
proposed a theoretical framework to evaluate how CV can
change traffic capacity in equilibrium conditions, where shorter
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gaps between CVs are believed to be the main contributor to
highway capacity improvement. Talebpour and Mahmassani
(2016) developed a framework that uses different models, with
technology-appropriate assumptions, to simulate different
vehicle types. Their study revealed that CVs can help improve
string stability. Ghiasi et al. (2017) proposed an analytical
stochastic formulation to analyze mixed traffic highway
capacity, which is affected by CV penetration rate, CV
platooning intensity and mixed traffic headway settings. Their
results showed the benefits of CV technologies on improving
traffic efficiency and were later implemented by (Han et al.,
2017; Khondaker and Kattan, 2015; Zhang et al., 2018). On
another regard, Wan et al. (2016) and Huang et al. (2018)
analyzed the traffic pattern with mixed CVs and regular
vehicles (RVs). They also derived optimization models to prove
that CVs can help reduce fuel consumption. Furthermore, the
effectiveness of CV platoon control has been investigated by Jia
and Ngoduy (2016), Hu et al. (2020); Wang et al. (2020), Hao
et al. (2020).
In summary, emerging CV technologies offer the potential to

use real-time traffic information to improve traffic safety,
efficiency and stability. Such benefits are usually achieved by
optimal CV speed control, which is fulfilled by the
communication between CVs and infrastructure (V2I). In the
control loop, infrastructures provide advisory speed to CVs to
follow, and CVs send their trajectory data and basic safety
message to infrastructure for future feedback operations. In
recent years, researchers started using the prediction model in
traffic mixed with CVs and RVs. Han et al. (2017) developed
variable speed limit (VSL) control strategies with CV
technology to improve the discharge rate at recurrent freeway
bottlenecks and to reduce system delay. Khondaker and Kattan
(2015) proposed a VSL control algorithm with CV for
simultaneously achieving mobility, safety and environmental
improvements at the microscopic level. Hegyi et al. (2005)
modified the METANET macroscopic traffic flow model with
VSL control to determine the optimal speed. The effect of VSL
was analyzed on aggregated traffic flow behaviors from a
theoretical perspective by Papageorgiou et al. (2008) and
Carlson et al. (2010). Their simulation results demonstrated
that the total travel time is decreased by 15%. Zhang et al.
(2018) performed CV speed control on freeways with the
sensitivity analysis of different CV penetration rate at the
macroscopic level. Therefore, CV technologies, along with
properly speed control algorithms, are approved as an effective
way of benefiting traffic safety, efficiency and stability.
Notably, although CV technologies will soon go beyond

testbeds and be implemented in real-world applications, it is
expected that CVs and RVs will co-exist on the road for a long
time. Hence, how to understand the interactions between CVs
and RVs becomes a vital issue in the traffic control and
operation domain. In addition, despite some existing studies
proved the effectiveness of improving highway capacity
performance by optimally controlling CVs, the penetration rate
plays as a key role in affecting the system’s performance. This is
explicated by how RV drivers would respond to the speed
change of their nearby CVs. Grounded on preliminary
simulation studies, it can be observed that RVs will follow CVs
in the traffic flow when they have no sufficient gap to make
lane-changing (e.g. under congested condition or with a high

CV penetration rate). In such cases, the speed control of CVs
will greatly affect RVs’ speeds in the meantime. However,
under the conditions of light traffic or low CV rates, RVs can
easily change lanes to avoid following CVs. The CVs are
advised to slow down, it may even increase the potential crash
rate due to increased lane-changing maneuvers. Therefore,
given a congestion level, there should exist a critical CV
penetration rate that can fully demonstrate the benefit of CV
impact.
Grounded on our developed macroscopic mixed traffic flow

and CV speed optimization model (Zhang et al., 2018), this
paper intends to explore the existence of critical CV penetration
rate and study its impact to the freeway operational
performance. More specifically, this study analyzes the freeway
traffic flow characteristics under a mixed CV and RV
environment. To understand the CV impact to the overall
traffic flow, this study simulates the mixed traffic pattern with
different CV penetration rates and various traffic demands
levels. Considering the different driving characteristics of CVs
and RVs, our research firstly analyzes how the implementation
of CVs can affect highway capacity under both one-lane and
multi-lane cases. The simulation results reveal that performing
optimal speed control to CVs will concurrently benefit RVs due
to their interactions in the mixed traffic streams. The highway
capacity will consequently be increased. Also, given a demand
pattern on a target freeway segment, it exists a critical CV
penetration rate that can significantly reduce the speed
difference between RVs and CVs. With the increase of traffic
demand volumes, such a critical CV rate intends to be a smaller
value. Those results could offer effective insight for traffic
operators to better understand the potential impacts of
different CV penetration rates on highway capacity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will

discuss the research background and illustrate the problem of
nature to be solved; following sections offer an overview of the
control model and extensive simulation studies to identify the
critical CV penetration rates under various scenarios; research
findings, conclusions and future research direction are then
summarized in the last section.

2. Highway capacity under connected vehicles
impact

In the literature, many recent research efforts have been
attracted to CV-related optimal control. Meanwhile, a similar
concept but for RVs only, named VSL control, has also been
studied extensively in the literature. By dynamically changing
the displayed speed limit, VSL is initially developed to reduce
the rear-end collisions and improve traffic safety by decreasing the
speed difference on freeway segments (Steel et al., 2005; Ulfarsson
et al., 2005). Later researches have further explored its potential for
improving traffic efficiency and stability, and both reactive
and proactive control models are derived (Kang et al., 2004;
Kwon et al., 2007; Abdel-Aty et al., 2006; Abdel-Aty et al.,
2008; Yang et al., 2017; Lyu et al., 2017). Different from
VSL control, which typically assumes homogenous vehicles
in the traffic, CV-based control models are usually operated
under mixed traffic patterns. Hence, how RVs will react to
the speed change of CVs becomes a vital issue that is worthy
of exploration. For proof-of-concept, our research team has
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conducted a simulation study at an intersection to
investigate the impact of CV control on the traffic stream.
Figure 1 shows the vehicle speed distribution under two

simulation cases. Case 1 was simulated with mixed traffic
containing both CVs and RVs, while Case 2 was simulated with
RVs only. In case 1, optimal speed control is performed on CVs
to smooth traffic speed transition from the upstream high-speed
segment to the downstream low-speed segment. The result
comparisons indicate that despite speed control is only
performed on CVs, the average speed of RVs would also be
reduced as they are sharing the road. However, the speed
difference between CVs and RVs can still be observed. Hence, a
conclusion can be drawn that speed control of CVs can impact
the speed of nearby RVs. However, the significance of such
impact may subject to the congestion level and CV penetration
rate. In this study, our research team would conduct further
research to analyze this critical issue, namedCV impact.
According to existing studies, the application of CV

technologies can improve highway capacity and efficiency
(Chen et al. (2017); Abdulsattar et al., 2020; Ghiasi et al.,
2017). Chen et al. (2017) conducted a comprehensive study to
show how CV improve highway capacity and efficiency at a
macroscopic level. They found that capacity related to CV
penetration rate, platoon size, inter-vehicle spacing and lane policies
and trafficmixedwithCVs andRVs can lead to higher capacity and
strict segregation of CVs and RVs will bring lower capacity. Based
on the extended analysis, they get the conclusion that CVs use the
most efficient lanes on highway lead to make the best use of
roadway efficiency and gain the highest capacity. On the contrary,
Ghiasi et al. (2017) came the opposite conclusion, based on the
analytical stochastic formulation for mixed traffic highway capacity,
higher CV penetration rates and platooning intensities not always
improve highway capacity. Therefore, the CV penetration rate
(Chen et al., 2017; Ghiasi et al., 2017; Bansal and Kockelman,
2017; Chen et al., 2016; Lavasani et al., 2016) need to be further
analyzed to understand how it can impact on highway capacity and
efficiency.
For the convenience of discussion, this study selects a

single-lane highway and a two-lane highway for study. For
a single-lane highway segment, its capacity can be
estimated by the inter-vehicle spacing. Many existing

studies (Ahn et al., 2004; Newell, 2002) defined this
spacing is the distance between the reference points of an
immediate follower and its leader, such as from the front
bumper to the front bumper. The spacing is shown in
Figure 2, S0 denotes the spacing between RVs; S1 indicates
the spacing between RV and CV (CV ahead); S2 denotes
the spacing between CV; and S3 denotes the spacing
between CV and RV (RV ahead). By assuming both CVs
and RVs drive at a constant free-flow speed and based on
the previous study finished by Chen et al. (2017), the
relations among all types of spacings can express as S2 < S0

< S3 < S1. It means the CV can save inter-vehicle spacing,
which further indicates that CV can help improve roadway
capacity.
Such phenomenon can be further proved in the fundamental

diagram, as shown inFigure 3,whereC0 denotes lane capacitywith
RVs only; C1 denotes lane capacity with RVs and CVs; q denotes
the traffic flow; u0 denotes the free-flow speed until reaching critical
capacity with RVs only; u1 denotes the free-flow speed until
reaching critical capacity with RVs and CVs; w0 denotes the free-
flow speed until reaching congested with RVs only; w1 denotes the
free-flow speed until reaching congested with RVs and CVs; and d
denotes the corresponding density under these two different traffic
environment. With reduced vehicle spacing, it can be observed in
Figure 3 that the highway capacity withmixedwithCVs andRVs is
higher than the casewithRVs only.
For a two-lane highway segment, the capacity estimation

under CV impact becomes more complicated and is subject to
many factors. However, on a multi-lane highway segment, RVs
can choose to make lane-changing when it follows a slow CV.
Figure 4(a) illustrates a case that CVs are traveling at a lower
speed compared with RVs. Due to the light traffic condition,
RVs can easily pass CVs by making a few lane-changing
maneuvers. Hence, the impact of CV speed control on the
entire traffic flow is quite minimal in such cases. In contrast,
Figure 4(b) shows a congested highway segment where RVs
have to follow CVs due to the difficulty of making lane-
changing. Under such conditions, it can be expected that CVs’
speed control can greatly affect the entire traffic.
From the microscopic level, moving of traffic streams can

be characterized by both car-following models and lane-
changing models. Under the mixed CV and RV pattern,
car-following behaviors can be categorized as four
categories: CV follows CV, CV follows RV, RV follows CV,
and RV follows RV. Similar to the case of the one-lane
highway, the main variation of these four following scenarios is the
different minimum following spacing. For modeling the
discretionary lane-changing behaviors, a probabilistic form has
beenwidely used in existing simulation tools, where the probability
is subject to the lane speed variations and the number of safe
lane-changing gaps. Applying the same logic to analyze the
mixed CV and RV traffic pattern, it can be concluded that
more RV lane-changing behaviors may be observed if CVs
are operated at lower speeds; and the number of safe lane-
changing gaps is sufficient. Therefore, given the CV optimal
speed control pattern and highway traffic demand profile,
there shall exist a critical CV penetration rate that can
maximize the CV impact on the traffic flow without
increasing lane-changing significantly.

Figure 1 Time-dependent speed distribution of vehicles
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3. Macroscopic mixed traffic flowwith cv
optimization model

To analyze the impact of CV optimal speed control on the
mixed traffic pattern, this study implements a macroscopic
mixed traffic flow with CV optimization model developed by
Zhang et al. (2018), which consists of two main functions:
macroscopic traffic state estimation and CV speed
optimization.

3.1Macroscopic mixed traffic state estimation
Under mixed CV and RV traffic conditions, one of the most
challenging issues in traffic state estimation is how to capture the
interactions between CVs and RVs. For example, V2I
communication platform can facilitate the information change
between vehicles and infrastructures. From the operation aspect,
V2I will provide enriched traffic data such as CV trajectories to
support the real-time control needs. On the other regards, the
control module can send advisory speeds to the CVs for the

Figure 2 Inter-vehicle spacing in traffic mixed with CV and RV

Figure 3 Fundamental diagramwith RV only and mixed with CV and RV

Figure 4 (a) Light traffic with CVs (b) congested traffic with CVs
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benefit of improving freeway operational efficiency.
However, such CV speed control will impact nearby RVs as
they are sharing the roads. Then a vital question raised here
is how RVs will response to the speed change of CVs. Based
on the simulations conducted in the literature, it can be
expected that RVs’ behaviors would be subject to the traffic
congestion level and CV penetration rates.
To model the mixed traffic flow pattern, this study is based on

a macroscopic traffic flowmodel proposed by Papageorgiou et al.
(1990) that can function to predict future traffic state (speeds,
flow and density). However, such a conventional traffic flow
model may fall short of effectiveness as speed control is placed on
CVs because it analyzed all vehicles as a group in each freeway
subsegment. Meanwhile, operation of CVs would affect RVs’
speeds because they are sharing the road. To overcome such
issues, Yang et al. (2020) extended the macroscopic model by
dividing vehicles into two different classes. Assume the case of
two vehicle classes (e.g. CVs and RVs) without loss of generality,
the variation of traffic characteristic between different classes of
vehicles can be described as follows:

dj;i k1 1ð Þ ¼ dj;i kð Þ1 DT
Lil i

qj;i;in kð Þ � qj;i;out kð Þ1 rj;i kð Þ � sj;i kð Þ� �
(1)

where dj,i(k) denotes the density of class j vehicles for segment i at
time step k; DT denotes the length of update time interval;
Lidenotes the length of segment i; l idenotes the number of lanes of
segment i; qj,i,in(k) denotes the flow rate of class j vehicles entering
segment i from upstream segment i between steps (k, k1 1); qj,i,
out(k) denotes the flow rate of class j vehicles leaving segment i to
downstream segment i between steps (k, k1 1); rj,i(k) denote the
flow rate of class j vehicles entering segment i from on-ramps
between steps (k, k1 1); sj,i(k) denotes the flow rate of class
j vehicles leaving segment i fromoff-rampsbetween steps (k, k1 1).
And the flow transition between adjacent segments is as follows:

qj;i;in kð Þ ¼ qj;i�1;out kð Þ (2)

qj;i;in kð Þ ¼ qj;i�1;out kð Þ (3)

By defining:

Vj;i dj;i kð Þ� � ¼ uf ;jiexp � 1
aji

d1;i kð Þ1 d2;i kð Þ
dcr;ji

 !aji
2
4

3
5 (4)

where uf,ji denotes the free-flow speed of segment i for class j
vehicles; a,ji denotes the speed exponent term of segment i for class
j vehicles; dcr,ji denotes the critical density of segment i for class j
vehicles.
The mean speed of RVs within each segment can be

estimated by:

u1;i k11ð Þ ¼ u kð Þ1 DT
t i

1
DT
Li

u1;i kð Þ u1;i�1 kð Þ � u1;i kð Þ� �

� g iDT
t iLi

d1;i1 1 kð Þ1 d2;i1 1 kð Þ � d1;i kð Þ � d2;i kð Þ� �
d1;i kð Þ1 d2;i kð Þ� �

� b iDT
t i

V1;i kð Þ � V2;i kð Þ� �
(5)

Similarly, themean speed of CVs can be obtainedwith:

u2;i k1 1ð Þ ¼ u2;i kð Þ1 DT
t i

V2;i kð Þ � u2;i kð Þ� �

1
DT
Li

u2;i kð Þ u2;i�1 kð Þ � u2;i kð Þ� �

� g iDT
t iLi

d1;i1 1 kð Þ1 d2;i1 1 kð Þ � d1;i kð Þ � d2;i kð Þ� �
d1;i kð Þ1 d2;i kð Þ� �

(6)

where uj,i(k) denotes the mean speed of class j vehicles for
segment i at time step k; Vj[dj,i(k)] denotes the static speed of
class j vehicles for segment i at time k with respect to the density
of class j vehicles; t i,g i,k i,b i denotes the parameters in the
dynamic speed equations of segment i. And the following
equations hold:

qj;i kð Þ ¼ l idj;i kð Þuj;i kð Þ (7)

Notably, the interaction between RVs and CVs is represented by
the speed difference between CVs and RVs. In equation (5), a set
of parameters b i was introduced into the term to reflect how
CVs’ speed will impact RVs’ speed. Then the flowing equations
are used for restricting equation (6) to represent the flow of CV
andRVon the segmentwithV2I communication:

q1;i;in kð Þ ¼ 1� aið Þ q1;i�1;out kð Þ1 q2;i�1;out kð Þ� �
(8)

q2;i;in kð Þ ¼ ai q1;i�1;out kð Þ1 q2;i�1;out kð Þ� �
(9)

where, ai denotes the penetration rate of CV.

3.2 Connected vehicles optimizationmodel
Grounded on the macroscopic mixed traffic state estimation
model, an optimization function will provide optimal
advisory speeds to CVs via V2I communications. The
embedded optimization model has the following objective of
minimizing the function of total travel time over the
controlled segment:

min
XX

l i d1;i kð Þ1 d2;i kð Þ� �
DT (10)

For implementing the optimizationmodel and select the proper
control speed for the projected control period, the following
constraints should be placed:

ujam � uj;i kð Þ � uf ;ji ; segment i without coverage of V2I
ujam � uj;i kð Þ � uf ;jivi kð Þ; segment i with V2I communications

�
(11)

0 < vi kð Þ � 1 (12)

0 � dj;i � djam (13)

�d � uf ;jivi kð Þ � uf ;jivi k� 1ð Þ � d (14)

where d denotes that maximum speed variation of CVs
between two consecutive time slots.
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4. Freeway performance study

4.1 Simulation network
This study selects a typical two-lane freeway as an example for
analysis. As shown in Figure 5, the freeway stretch is divided
into eight segments, and the total length is 4 km. There is one
on-ramp on 3rd segment and one off-ramp on 5th segment.
Then the macroscopic traffic flow model is implemented to
simulate the mixed traffic flow pattern when CVs follow the
optimal advisory speeds. The model parameters are set up
based on the existing study finished byWang and Papageorgiou
(2008). t ,�,k ,d , uf, dcr a is set to 20 s, 35km

2/h, 13 veh/km/lane,
1.4, 120 km/h, 33.5 veh/km and 1.4324, respectively.
To fully study the CV impact on the RVs, this study has

simulated the mixed traffic flow under various traffic patterns, as
shown inTable 1. The 1,500 veh/h is set up formimicking the free
flow environment and 4,000 veh/h is set up for simulating the
congestion environment. Between these two traffic demand
conditions, we set 500 increments as a new case to learn the CV
impact in the traffic stream. Furthermore, under a given traffic
demand pattern, we set 5% increments of CV penetration rate
between 5%and 80% to learn theCV impact in the traffic stream.
In equation (5), CV speed impact on RV groups is represented

by the key factor b i. Notably, the value of the factor shall be
subject to both demand levels and CV ratios. Follow the similar
procedure of existing study Bansal and Kockelman (2017), b i is
calibrated with microscopic simulations and the corresponding
valuewithin different simulation scenarios is shown in Figure 6.

4.2 Performance index
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model, average
travel time (TT) under different given traffic demand patterns
is used to analyze the simulation results.

TT ¼
Pn
i¼1

L
ui kð Þ

n
(15)

where L denotes the length of each freeway subsegment; ui(k)
denotes the mean speed of segment i at time step k; n denotes
the number of subsegment.

4.3 Connected vehicles impact analysis
Selecting average travel time of all vehicles along the studied
freeway segment as the performance index, this study has
adopted the Monte Carlo simulation technique to evaluate the
freeway performance. All designed scenarios are shown in
Table 1, and the results are summarized in Figure 7. By

comparing the cases of different CV penetration rates, it can be
observed that the average travel time will be reduced with the
increasing of CV penetration rate, which proves the benefit of
implementing CV technology. Notably, at the low demand
level, such benefit is not significant. For example, with the
1,500 veh/h traffic demand, the corresponding travel times of
5% and 80% CV ratios are obtained as 129.1 s and 121.4 s,
respectively. In the contrast, in the cases with 4,000 veh/h
upstream arriving flow, the travel time difference by these two
CV ratios is 18 s. Hence, under a more congested traffic
environment, the optimal CV speed control system can yield
more benefits on reducing vehicle delays. However, it shall be
noted that all scenarios are simulated at the under-saturated
condition. When traffic demand exceeds freeway capacity, the
operational benefits by CVsmay beminimized.
To study the CV impact on RVs and understand their

interactions, this research also compared the travel time
performance of four different vehicle groups:
1 all vehicles without CV involved;
2 all vehicles with CV optimal control;
3 CVs under optimal speed control; and
4 RVs under CV optimal control.

Figure 8 presents the resulting average travel time under
different CV rates and demand levels. By comparing the cases
under CV control with the ones without CVs, it can be noted
that providing advisory speeds to CVs can help reduce the
travel time of the entire traffic stream. Also, CVs experienced
much lower travel time compared with RVs in all scenarios.
With the increasing CV penetration rate, the reduction of CV
travel time is quite minimal under low demand conditions.
With higher upstream traffic flow, the optimal CV speed
harmonization will yield more travel time reduction when CV
ratio increased. In addition, a further performance comparison
between CV and RV groups revealed that the CV impact,
indicated by RV travel time reduction along with CV optimal
control, becomes more significant when the system involving a

Figure 5 Stretch of the studied freeway

Table 1 Mixed traffic flow simulation scenarios

Demand level
(two lanes) CV penetration rate

CV flows
(two lanes)

1,500 veh/h 5%–80% with 5% increment 75–1,200 veh/hr
2,000 veh/h 5%–80% with 5% increment 100–1,600 veh/hr
2,500 veh/h 5%–80% with 5% increment 125–2,000 veh/hr
3,000 veh/h 5%–80% with 5% increment 150–2,400 veh/hr
3,500 veh/h 5%–80% with 5% increment 175–2,800 veh/hr
4,000 veh/h 5%–80% with 5% increment 200–3,200 veh/hr
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larger portion of CVs. There is a critical CV penetration rate under
each level of demand that can greatly reduce the speed difference
between CVs and RVs. Based on Figure 8 (a)–(f), the critical CV
rates under various demand patterns and corresponding average
travel time of different vehicle groups are summarized inTable 2.
To better illustrate the existence of critical CV penetration

rate and demonstrate how it can impact highway performance,
Figure 9 summarizes the reduced average travel time of all
vehicles under different scenarios, compared with the cases of
no CV control. Notably, under each level of demand, the travel
time reduction suddenly becomes significant after the CV ratio
reached the critical value. After passing the critical CV rates,
the average travel time will keep reducing with the increase of
CV rates. However, under the low demand scenarios, such
travel time reduction is not significant.
To further analyze the CV speed impact on RVs under

critical CV rate conditions, Figure 10 (a)–(f) presents the time-

dependent travel time of all traffic, CVs and RVs. In each case,
the travel time of all traffic generated the highest travel time when
CV optimal control is unavailable, on the contrary, the travel time
of CV obtained the lowest travel time because the CVs with
optimal speed control. The travel time of all traffic under control
is dramatically decreased because optimal speed control is
performed onCVswithin themixedCV andRV traffic pattern. It
is indicated that CV optimal control can help reduce the travel
time of both CVs and RVs. Also, RVs have very similar travel
time compared with CVs. Hence, one can conclude that RVs
were very likely to follow CVs within the traffic flow when CV
rate reached a critical value under each level of demand.
In summary, we can summarize the following key findings

based on the comprehensive simulation analysis:
� within the mixed CV and RV traffic pattern, performing

optimal speed control to CVs will concurrently benefit
RVs because they are sharing the roadway;

� given a demand pattern on a target freeway segment, there
should exist a critical CV penetration rate that can greatly
improve the performance of CV-based control systems;

� once the CV penetration rate reached the critical value,
the speed difference between RVs and CVs will become
insignificant;

� mixed traffic under high demand level (but still below the
capacity) intends to have smaller critical CV rate
compared with the case under low demand level.

Notably, although this study has used numerical tests to show the
existence of a critical CV penetration rate and indicated its value
was subject to demand levels, it is essential to complete theoretical
proof in future studies. Also, more simulation and field studies
shall be conducted to provide guidance on how to determine the
criticalCV ratio tomaximize the highway capacity.

5. Discussion

This study demonstrated that the CV impact on highway
operational performance by a developed macroscopic mixed

Figure 6 The distribution of in different scenarios

Figure 7 Freeway average travel time under different scenarios
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Figure 8 Average travel time comparison between different vehicle groups
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traffic flow with CV optimization model under mixed traffic
with CVs and RVs simulation environment. The study results
indicate that there should exist a critical CV penetration rate that
can greatly improve highway operational performance. The
macroscopic mixed traffic flow with CV optimization model is
developed based on the traditional traffic flowmodel developed by
Papageorgiou et al. (2008). To make the developed model could
simulate the CV impact on the traffic flow and easy to implement,
the influence of the CVs is added to the model with an adjustable
factor b i. The most significant improvement of this model due to
more simulation function can be achieved. However, there are still
a few limitations that need to be overcome.

5.1Microscopic influence between connected vehicles
and regular vehicles
This research study the influence between CV and RV with
different CV penetration rate from the macroscopic level. It
cannot take the CV impact on the traffic flow into account from
the microscopic level, such as lane-changing, acceleration,
deceleration, etc. In this paper, the CV impact is considered
only on the macroscopic level, which is intuitive and easy to
implement. In future research, we will keep improving the
model structure by takingmore factors into account.

5.2 Real-world implementation
In this paper, the model is only implemented under simulation
environment, which lacks the real-world data to calibrate the

parameter. The parameter calibrating is the most challenging
part of a traffic flow model’s real applications, which can be
solved in the future whenmore CVs drive on the road.

6. Conclusions

The purpose of this study is to study the CV impact on highway
operational performance under a mixed CV and RV
environment. As expected that CVs and RVs will co-exist on the
transportation network in a long period. It is critical to
understand how optimal speed control of CVs will affect the
behaviors of nearby RVs. According to the different traffic
characteristics between CVs and RVs, our research firstly
analyzed how the CVs’ implementation can affect highway
capacity under both one-lane and multi-lane cases. A hypothesis
was then made that there shall exist a critical CV penetration rate
that can maximize the benefits of CV implementations. To prove
this concept with numerical analysis, this study implemented a
macroscopic mixed traffic flow model along with an embedded
CV speed optimization function to simulate the mixed traffic
pattern under various conditions. The simulation results revealed
that performing optimal speed control to CVs will concurrently
benefit RVs due to their interactions in the traffic streams. The
highway capacity will consequently be increased. Also, given a
demand pattern on a target freeway segment, there should exist a
critical CV penetration rate that can significantly reduce the
speed difference between RVs and CVs. With the increase of

Figure 9 Reduced average travel time under different scenarios and critical CV rates

Table 2 The simulation results of the scenarios with critical cv ratio

Demand level 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000

Critical CV ratio (%) 60 50 40 35 30 20
All traffic TT with no CV 130.08 134.20 139.60 147.01 157.92 179.17
All traffic TT with CV 121.92 126.27 131.98 139.14 149.37 168.34
TT of CV 121.28 125.05 129.96 136.55 146.06 163.27
TT of RV 122.86 127.49 133.36 140.59 150.85 169.72
TT difference between CV and RV (%) 1.3 2.4 3.4 4 4.7 6.4
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traffic demand volumes, such critical CV rate intends to be
smaller on the same freeway sketch.
Future research directions include:

� develop theoretical methods to model the CV impact
within the traffic stream;

� prove the existence of critical CV penetration rate that can
maximize the CV implementation benefits; and

� produce either close-formed equations or guidelines to
estimate highway capacity under mixed CV and RV
environment.

Figure 10 Time-dependent travel time under different levels of demand
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